INTRODUCTION
A huge volume of automated medical data are currently available in various forms such as text, numbers, combination of text and numbers, images, scan reports, video and audio reports. This data are used along with various analysis techniques to generate results that can be used by the health care professionals in efficient decision making.
Hematology is the study of blood, diseases related to blood and blood forming organs such as bone marrow. Clinical Pathology is a study that is concerned with conducting laboratory experiments on body fluids such as blood and urine to diagnose diseases. Hematology department of Clinical Pathology performs various tests on blood. Some of the common tests on blood are the Complete Blood Count (CBC) to diagnose diseases such as anemia and some types of blood cancers, Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR) to diagnose inflammation and Prothrombin Time (PT) to diagnose coagulation disorders.
Complete Blood Count (CBC) [1] or Full Blood Count (FBC) of the blood can be found using either a manual procedure or an automated procedure. A Blood Cell Counter [2] is an automated system that generates the CBC blood test results.
The preprocessing phases of the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [3, 4] is used to convert the raw Automated Blood Cell Counter Data into a form that is appropriate for the Data Mining process and then to generate meaningful results from data. The KDD steps are hence applied in this paper on the blood cell counter data to generate knowledge.
Various combinations of Data Mining classification algorithms are used on medical data for efficient classification of the data. [5] K-Means clustering is used to predict missing attribute values in four types of medical data sets such as Dermatology, Cleveland Heart, Lung Cancer and Wisconsin.
[6] Data mining techniques are used to explore physicians' therapeutic decisions when clinical guidelines do not provide recommendations. [7] Medical data is taken most of the times from medical records [8] and the data is found to be heterogeneous in nature. The privacy issues are to be finalized before handling medical data. [9] The data that is taken from the Blood Cell Counter for our work is De-identified and the patient id and names are changed by the Clinical Pathology department before supplying the medical data for analysis.
The quality of Blood Cell Counter Data is ensured by the application of range checks and delta checks on the various attributes of the data. [10] Association rules are generated for the Automated Blood Cell Counter Data. [11] Automated Blood Cell Counter Data is clustered using the RBC attribute where the initial mean is selected as first k elements from the sorted ABCC data. [12] Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Entropy based fuzzy clustering (EFC) are used to assign k-means initial cluster centers for clustering PIMA Indian diabetic dataset. [13] 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Automated Blood Cell Counter Data
A Blood Cell Counter is an automated machine that can be loaded with blood samples and Complete Blood Count of the given blood samples are generated as an excel report. The report also contains the patient id, hospital number, date and time of the test which are extracted from the barcode pasted on the blood sample container. The number of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets are some of the blood counts generated by the Automated Blood Cell Counter.
Data collection
Twelve thousand cell counter data are collected from a Clinical Pathology department of a reputed hospital. The data is present as an excel file. 
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
The data is subjected to the KDD processes to generate knowledge from it. The processes include Data Cleaning, Data Integration, Data Selection, Data Transformation, Data Mining, Generation of Patterns and Knowledge Interpretation.
In Data Cleaning the irrelevant data are removed from the collected data. In Data Integration multiple sources are combined into a data warehouse. The Data Selection process is involved with the selection of data relevant to the analysis and extracting them from the integrated data. The selected data is transformed to the appropriate form for the mining procedure.
The process of extracting useful and implicit information from the transformed data is referred to as Data Mining. In Pattern Evaluation interesting patterns are identified from the processed data. The discovered knowledge is visually presented to the user in the Knowledge Representation process.
Data Mining
Data Mining is the Knowledge Discovery stage of KDD and it is the process of extracting implicit, useful, previously unknown, non-trivial information from data. The techniques involved in Data Mining are grouped as Classification, Clustering, Association Rules and Sequences that represent the knowledge generated from the data.
Classification is a supervised learning process and it maps data into known classes using Decision Trees, Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms. Clustering is an unsupervised learning and it groups similar data into unknown clusters using K-Means, Nearest Neighbour and various other algorithms. Association Rule Mining (ARM) uncovers relationships among data in a database.
Classification
Classification is used to classify each item in a set of data into one of the predefined set of classes or groups. Classification techniques use Decision Trees, Neural Networks and so on. Classification algorithms are supervised in nature as they use the class labels.
Clustering
Clustering is the task of assigning a set of objects into groups so that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than the objects in other groups. Clustering is an unsupervised algorithm and it does not use class labels. The class labels are needed for the Classification algorithms. The ABCC Data are clustered using two initial mean selection techniques such as First K distinct elements selection and K Random elements selection. The interface for the application is shown in figure 2 .
Figure 2 application Interface
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Cell Counter Data was taken as a raw data and the preprocessing phase of the KDD process was applied on the data to generate transformed data that was used to extract knowledge from the data.
Data Cleaning
The process of detecting and correcting or removing corrupt or inaccurate records from a record set, 
Data Selection
The cleaned blood cell counter data was taken as the data source for data selection process. The attributes Patient Id, Age, RBC, MCV, MCH, MCHC and RDW were selected for the knowledge generation from the ABCC data and a sample of the selected data is shown in table 3.
Data Transformation
In the Data Transformation stage the data are transformed or consolidated in to forms appropriate for mining. The excel data is converted into a SQL Data base.
Classification
The entire Automated Blood Cell Counter Data is classified using Decision Tree algorithm into two sets such as Adult and Child based on the age of the patient. If the age of the patient is less than 12, then the record is for a child and otherwise for adult and is shown in figure 3 . 
Clustering
The classified ABCC Adult data and ABCC child data are separately clustered using the attributes of the ABCC Data into K clusters where the K value is given by the user. The attributes RBC, MCV, MCH, MCHC and RDW are used for clustering. The initial mean selections First element selection and Random element selection generates different set of clusters of data.
In the first element selection method the first K elements are taken as the starting mean values and all the elements are compared with the mean values and the records are placed in the cluster in which the element value and the mean value are closer. If there is a tie the element is placed in the first cluster among the set of equal clusters. The final cluster mean values are also generated. In the Random element selection method, K random elements are selected as the starting mean values.
The cluster details such as the minimum element, maximum element, average value of the elements, number of elements per each cluster and the number of iterations for the completion of the clustering process are recorded. Figure 4 shows the clustering details for the classified Child data for attribute RBC and K = 3 and initial selection of First element selection and figure 5 shows the cluster details for Random element selection.
Figure 4 Clustering for Child K = 3 RBC First Selection
The cluster details such as minimum, maximum and average for child, RBC, K = 3 and for the first element selection and random element selection are shown in a graphical representation in figures 6 and 7. The results show that the number of iterations required for clustering child data for RBC using First Selection is better than Random Selection for K = 3 and is equal for K = 4 and is not better for K = 5 whereas the number of iterations required for clustering adult data for RBC using Random Selection is better than First Selection for K = 3 and 4 and is not better for K = 5.
The number of elements in each of the clusters formed using RBC, MCV, MCH, MCHC and RDW when the k value is 3 for First Selection and Random Selection are given in table 5.
The results show that there is not much difference in the performance of clustering by First Selection and Random Selection with respect to the number of elements per cluster. 
